CH3 GM FOR 2017 – 2018 …..Hold it for me.
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R.O.T.T. Will there be another?
Are you interested in this event?. If so please register your interest at
http://toedsh3-admin.com/rott2018/
What is it?. – Go to http://toedsh3-admin.com/rott2018/ or ask Strapon or Toed
We need to know how many are interested so we can decide if we have another.

October Scribe …Taxidermist
Confucius Say. A joke is like sex.
Neither is any good if you don't get it.
So, we are the Edithares but we are not the Herald scribes. Each month
a different scribe will produce the Herald. They are the producers and
we are the directors.

Who are these mysterious Edithares ?
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CH3 Hash Committee 2017 – 2018
Position

Hash Name

Grand Master
Grand Mattress
Religious Advisor
Joint Master
Joint Master
Joint Mattress
Joint Mattress
Hare Raiser
Song Master
Social Secretary
Edit Hare
Webmaster
Hash Cash
Hash Stats
Beermaster
Haberdash
Hash Flash
Hash Flash

Hold it for Me
Big Swinger
Big Leg
Haven’t Got One
Antar
Sox Maniac
Calamity Jane
It’ll come off
Shamcock
Double Top
Toed Bedsores
El Rave
WYDT
Pedro
Benghazi
Slaphead (+Benghazi)
Paparazzi
Pedro

Grand Master – Hold It For Me
(with hair)
OK …who’s
got my beer?

Religious Advisor – Big Leg
Mmmm –
tasty hat!

Where’s my
beer then ?

Grand Mattress – Big Swinger
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Joint Master – Haven’t Got One

Hare Raiser – It’ll Come
Off

Train…? What
train ??

The RA’ ll
never miss
her beer!

Song Master Shamcock

Joint Master – Antar
Everyone’s
got to have a
hobby!

All together
now…one ,
two , three…
.…

How did that
beer get
there ?

Does your
Dad own a
brewery ?

Joint Mattress – Sox Maniac

Social Secretary – Double Top
Joint Mattress – Calamity Jane
GM’s beer
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You should
have seen the
size of ‘em !!!!

Today … I am mainly
wearing beer.

BeerMaster – Benghazi
(apprentice in background)

Web Master – El Rave

Nice beer
Ted!

Hash Haberdash – Slaphead
(+Benghazi)
My latest
creation…in case
someone throws a
down-down at me

Hash Cash – While You’re Down
There

What time
is it ?

Hash Flash - Paparazzi

Time for a
beer !

I could sworn I left
my beer here.

Hash Flash & Hash Stats - Pedro
Edit Hare – Toed Bedsores
(With thanks to Pedro for supplying some of the photos….Taxidermist.)

Anyone notice a theme here ? (Ed….)
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Run No: 2028

Date: 13-Aug-2017
Venue: Royal Oak, 79 High St, Hail Weston
Hares: Pugwash & Pugwash
Scribe: Wrong Keys
Woof,woof on this run I had four “Ps” - A poo, a pee, a paddle and a pat; some of these many times, also a
few rolls and squirms in the stubble which I like, so to me it was a very good run.

Let’s
go this
way.

I’m going
this way.
You haven’t
got a bl**dy
clue have
you !!

When we arrived WK had to park our car a little way down the street from the pub, which did not appear to
have a car park of its own. As a result the start was delayed while the GM waited for the arrival of all the car
parkers from the far corners of the village. Then it was a long but enjoyable walk, taking us (me and Wrong
keys) nearly two hours including Pugwash's very pleasant beer stop in rural surroundings.- at which we were
surprised to see Benghazi and Googly as they were behind us when last seen near the start. They must
have been spirited there by fairies.
This was quite possible I think as during the run Imelda, Chimp and While You're Down There were
abducted by aliens. When they eventually re-established contact with Earth they appeared to have been
dropped off “by a gate” somewhere unknown near another village, but amazingly from such scant information
were able to be rescued and brought back to the pub in Pugwash's van. I fell asleep in the circle so must
hand over now to Wrong Keys. Woof! Woof! (dog for ON-ON)
After the usual down-downs for the hares and the visitors/returnees, the next down-downs were awarded to
the two dog servants on the trail, Wimp and Wrong Keys, Wimps' apparently being for Sam's living up to his
escort's hash name in some doggy encounter I think. I can't recall why I got one but enjoyed it anyway thank
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you Shamcock.
Then we had an amusing tale from kermit about WYDT's mobile phone being found by Googly and his
subsequent efforts to find the owner and return it.
Jetstream laid a charge against Benghazi as he too had seen him at the back of the pack after he
(Jetstream) had in time-honoured fashion arrived and set off late, at which point Benghazi appeared lost in
reverie gazing at a field of kale, yet had been among the first to arrive at the BS(Charge: looking at kale).
I believe Master Baker (Big Blouse) next got a down-down but am not clear what for. A down-down for the
pub landlady was eventually passed to nominee Horny depite Pugwash's protest that he “must be pissed
already as he had three drinks at the beer stop”. Calamity Jane also passed a down-down to Wimp's visiting
brother Clive as she was “pissed enough already”.
A rousing rendition of “Hey Ho said Roly” led by Blowback followed ( how does he remember all the words to
so many songs I'll never understand). Finally the assembled 30 o r so hashers were reminded of the
forthcoming AGPU, and unanimously declined Shamcock's offer of “Swing low...” so as to get back on the
piss in the very pleasant Royal Oak and garden. -Their beer prices were very reasonable too.
ON-On
Wrong Keys

Run No: 2022

Date: 02-Jul-2017
Venue: Chequers, Orwell
Hares: Keep It Clean & Calamity Jane
Scribe: Beerstop
We were called to order outside the Chequers in Orwell by our illustious GM, Shamcock, on a
beautiful summer’s morning at precisely 11 o’clock (thus avoiding the need for T** to make his
usual call out).

The hares were produced and started explaining about blobs of flour. Rumours started
spreading that we were not going anywhere near the Wimpole Estate and instead would be
heading south.
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The map shows just how good
the rumours were.

Soon after we set off Shamcock
made an interesting geological
discovery.

Exposed in a hillside he thought he saw a massive deposit of pure white granite stuffed with
platinum, lithium and large gold nuggets. However on closer inspection it was found to be a
chalk pit.

The slightly disillusioned pack soon cheered up and headed
off on the trail across some fine countryside.

Such a glorious day and It’ll Come Off, Slaphead, Wrong Keys, Open All Hours and
Hangover Blues set quite a pace. Antar, Taxi, Benghazi, Klinger, WYDT and Goldfinger were
not far behind. Everything seemed to be going swimmingly: Check Point was on a check, Hold
It For Me was holding the next one and then LegOver found a sheep… (the photo has been
removed (Ed)..)
Some way into the trail we came across a water tower and Schoolboys’ Dream asked me if I
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knew it’s altitude. For some reason I was unable to immediately come up with a precise number.
A little further on I found U-Bend & Schoolboys’ Dream sitting on a bench that commanded a
beautiful view and had a check point marked underneath it. Kermit found a huge lump of
plasticine but didn’t know what to make of it.
After a few more miles of wonderful countryside we came across a nice beerstop at the
entrance to Wimpole Hall. As we supped away at our beer and snacks we were viewed by a
tractor & trailer load of tourists who waved happily at us. If only they knew….
Then we had quite a long run in back to the Chequers where Down Downs were awarded
something along these lines:
CheckPoint for being a true blue heroine by saving a lamb separated from its mother from
under a fence and The Hares for a grand trail. Muff Diver dobbed in Dave el Rave as an
upgraded version to be known as Dave el Rave 2.0. With his new vigour El Rave had phoned
the local gym last week and asked if they could teach him how to do the splits. The person
there said, "How flexible are you?" El Rave said, "I can't make Tuesdays.”
Two (Three ? …Ed.)Swallows got a down down for being an expert in anal quivering.
Mutthatucker got one for something or other and the GM gave a down down to a couple for
hand holding and then awarded the Hash Shit to HGO. Difficult to believe but Shamcock then
got a down down for not having a Scottish accent. Other down downs were; Mr Titanic and his
dog for joining us from his local village; Damon Schumaker for cycling here (but HIFM was
refused one for running here as he is always doing such things); Klingon got one but I don’t
know what for; Googly for being an FRB (yes that’s what is was for) and finally U-Bend &
Schoolboys’ Dream for sitting on that bench at the check point.
On-on,
Beerstop

Run No: 2013

Date: 01-May-2017
Venue: Crown and Castle Risby
Hares: Haven't Got One
Scribe: Generator
It was a pleasant morning, ( despite a Daffy comment "When does England get this summer thing?)
& a small pack of stalwart hashers gathered in the forest� wondering which way to go.
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They were the few ...bold & brave, while the absent many were apparently on the booze in Mojacar.
Conrad our cheerful hare gave the usual instructions, dustings of flour scattered on the forest floor,
and off we went, horizons filled with trees in all directions.
The Narnia experience of endless pines, soon took on a Roman theme, as the trails were straight
lines, with checks at cross roads where more straight lines went off at right angles.
Furthermore, along with Conrad's arrows, there were others, laid no doubt by the King's Forester H3.
Sometimes their arrows paralleled our trail, sometimes they didn't, and from time to time "the lost
and the slow" somehow encountered those on true trail, if it was true... The word was spread not to
follow Daffy and hound as they "always on a false trail, or heading the wrong way, " and he
sometimes appeared in front, and otherwise, had to catch up from somewhere else, always appearing
to run very fast...
A few late comers succeeded in finding the pack, although Muthatucka, despite managing to find
his way back to England from Antarctica via some South American swamps, was unable to find any
trail, and was found later, 4 miles away, propping up the pub bar in Risby .
The beer stop at the end of the trail was a party experience, with a barrel of Milton Bright supplied
by Daffy & Doggy Style, incredibly left over from a party, and despite merriment and crisps there
was concern that some walkers were still lurking in Narnia. When the lost walkers eventually
appeared, they complained "we had to do it ourselves"... i.e. actually look at trail instead of blindly
following someone in front. They then said they weren't ever lost, although it appeared they only got
out after phoning Conrad who somehow managed to find them.
The other event had been the embarrassing exhibition of Conrad and wife, with child in backpack,
snogging at a check point, which inspired Fit but Dim to yodel out the following song ( version 2 as
he had immediately forgotten the first rendition, living up to his name of course)...
"Kissing on a check point
In the King's Forest
Holding hands together
Waiting for the doggers
But discovered by some hashers , squirming with some horror
On on to the beer...."
Otherwise overheard were a couple of unmentionable wannabe Indiana Jones aged hashers wearing
bush hats muttering about being bewildered by hash hieroglyphics on trail... so it was definitely time
to drive off to the pub.
A proper circle was held in the pub garden, conducted by Debonaire with true debonaireness..
Usual compliments about the well laid (haha) trail, despite Jetstream commenting "Not the usual" &
Gorilla asking "What run"..?. to which was the reply "Box in a square"...& too many flies..
Daffy had a down2 for "constantly going the wrong way" as well as being bright for providing very
splendid Bright beer at the BS.
Gorilla got picked out for his "long route from car park to pub", despite excuses that his "ex
navigator" could explain..
And Doggy S and this scribe got down downs : she for defending her husband to save him being the
appointed scribe, and myself for blaming the absent F' big Martin for introducing her to the Hash and
making me scribe.
Onto F'ing Martin: announcements were made about his sad death with silent minutes of respect (
both in forest and at the pub). Jetstream read out the obituary from the Cambridge Post, such a
eulogy that Jetstream quipped "we don't recognise this person" ( although we all did) . Many
comments too about his role in Booze Bros" band, but at 88 had lived a good hashing life.
There were down2 for the "Lost ones( members of Why why and Wherethef***arewe " tribes.
Clinger got a down 2 for scrap metal as he had apparently taken old car stickers and old window out
to put in new car!
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Gorilla again as "Good Samaritan". in ref to a lost lady and dog in distress in the forest, He had been
overheard saying "If she had asked me, I would have shown her the way'... ( but maybe she'd been
too scared to ask, despite dog)..
It was definitely time to finish up: with
Any announcements?
To which Antar replied "I'm intelligent". Definitely time to conclude.
Well the Majacar renegades had missed out on a spectacularly unforgettable Sunday hash... why had
they bothered to go way?!
Onon on.
Generator.
WARNING – THE WRITEUP BELOW HAS A SEVERE HEALTH WARNING – PLEASE READ
THROUGH ROSE TINTED GLASSES……Ed.

Run No: 1958

Date: 10-Apr-2016
Venue: Blind Fiddler, Anstey
Hares: Klinger &
Scribe: Muff Diver
Once upon a time there was a toothless creature called klinger. He was a happy well educated
thing, who had been part of the hash for more years than he cared to remember. There are few
certainties in life but in the hash there is but one, it's when the hare raiser sidles up to you and
asks which week is your run.
So Klinger as an old hand put forward a date and pub which was duly entered into the website
as a cumming run.
Well as an educated man, I went to Oxford or Cambridge or Borstol he would spout on a boys
what booze or other social gathering. Klinger decided that the hash Symbols where
geometrically flawed and he did not spend 6 years being flicked with wet towels to do
something which clearly wasn't just so. So the great Klinger set about re doing the hash
marking, my trail will set the standard he shouted to no-one in particular.
So the day of the run was upon us, there was a Daffy Dildo a master of ceremony (GM) and
after the usual pleasantries we were off (after make me the scribe #wankor).
Kilinger's (who the f*ck is this ? ….Ed.)intellect was such that he knew his fellow hashers would
embrace his new use of symbols (even the welsh ones) and hale him as the wise one.
Unfortunately Klinger’s faith in the intelligence of his fellow hash brethren was miss-placed,
and as the run went on, instead of seeing his subtle use of the wrong symbols for the right
reasons as being seen as triumph, the less enlightened saw it as true fuckwittery. So after two
days the pack returned to the pub dehydrated ( I've been in Essex one called) but blisters
where fixed, beer was applied the circle was called and it was agreed despite everything (
incorrect symbols, Toothless smiles, a yank GM) it was the best trail that week.
Down downs were given to those to deserved it, except me who was innocent probably.
Symbols : Arrow blindness is an affliction which needs to be treated with BEER
Muff diver, photos to follow probably never!!
Any similarity to any person living or dead is merely coincidental.
A dably spellt production, patient pending!!!
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(I think I’ll go and lie down in a darkened room after reading this ! …..Ed.)
BREAKING NEWS …IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM OUR LEADER:
The GM writes :
I received the following missive by email from one A.J. Yate:
"HHHi
I have to submit the copy for the October Herald by this Wednesday.
Could you please pen a few wise words from the new GM (about a short paragraph, outlining
your 'action plan' and 'vision' for the new generation of CH3 committee - I jest of course !)
Thanks for anything you can supply at such short notice - alternatively just tell me to p*ss off
and I will quite understand!
CH3eers
Taxidermist"
P*ss off, Taxidermist. I hope you understand.
Hold It For Me

The following article was kindly provided by Gorilla and may have
important implications for Brexit:
inlet air temperature
Fig. 3 relates the following to inlet air temperature at optimum power turbine speed for an example gas
turbine:






Output power
Fuel flow
Exhaust temperature
Exhaust flow

Increasing turbine efficiency
Simple cycle
Most of the mechanical energy extracted from the gas stream by the turbine is required to drive the air
compressor, with the remainder available to drive a mechanical load. The gas stream energy not extracted
by the turbine is rejected to the atmosphere as heat.
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Recuperative cycle
In the recuperative cycle, also called a regenerative cycle, the compressor discharge air is preheated in a
heat exchanger or recuperator, the heat source of which is the gas turbine exhaust. The energy transferred
from the exhaust reduces the amount of energy that must be added by the fuel.

….we told you it wouldn’t be easy !!

Now use the space below to translate the above article into Swahili :
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Runs for October 2017
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)

Latest details www.ch3.co.uk

Hare raiser it`ll come off

Run No. 2035: 01-Oct-2017
Bull, Langley Lower Green, CB11 4SB
Hares Kermit & Antar
The Bull Public House, Langley Lower Green, Saffron Walden, CB11 4SB
Call to book lunch - 01279 777307
Run No. 2036: 08-Oct-2017
Shed, 45 Lode Road, Lode, CB25 9ET
Hares Three Swallows & The Earl of Pampisford
01223 812425
Lode
Run No. 2037: 15-Oct-2017
Three Horeshoes, Hinxworth, SG7 5HQ
Hares Unmentionable & Lady Slipstream
The Three Horseshoes, Hinxworth, SG7 5HQ.
01462 743335 to order food
Run No. 2038: 22-Oct-2017
Green Man, Toppesfield, CO9 4DR
Hares Debonaire
Joint Run with Essex
It is World Peace through Beer Day
http://www.worldpeacethroughbeer.org
Run No. 2039: 29-Oct-2017
Crown, Little Walden, CB10 1XA
Hares Blowback

Grand Master - Hold It For Me
Grand Mattress - Big Swinger
Joint Master - Haven`t Got One & Antar
Joint Mattresses - Sox Maniac & Calamity
Religious Advisor - Big Leg
Hare Raiser - it`ll come off
Edit Hare - Toed Bedsores
Web Master - El Rave
Hash Cash - While Your Down There

Hash Stats - Pedro
Beer Master - Benghazi
Song Master - Shamcock
Haberdash - Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Horn - Muff Diver & Fit but Dim
Hash Flash - Paparazzi & Pedro
Social Secretary - Double Top
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